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UNDER 9's TITANS

TEAM OF THE WEEK

Saturday morning saw an early start for our U9 Titans
down here at Colin Maiden Park. After having two weeks
off for the school holiday break the Titans were raring to
go. The team had a relaxed warm up and were ready to
come out firing, however the opposition threw a spanner
into the works just before kickoff and asked to play 12
aside instead of 10 due to having a large bench. Both
teams agreed to this change as it meant all the players
got more game time and the Titans were able to adapt
their game plan accordingly. The game started off with
both teams exchanging tries with scores locked up at
half-time. The second half saw the Titans put on a
clinical display off running rugby where they run away
with an 11-7 tries win over Suburbs. The game was
played in great spirit by both teams and all supporters on
the sideline got to experience a great game of rugby.
Special mention goes out to Nick and his team for taking
the U9 Titans again this year. All the best for the rest of
the season!
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RESULTS | SATURDAY 25 JULY
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SENIOR RESULTS
PREMIERS v MANUKAU | 71 - 0

PREMIER DEVELOPMENT v MANUKAU | 62 - 7
U21's v MT WELLINGTON | 64 - 22

U85KG RESULTS
U85kg DC's v EDEN LIZARDS| 15 - 33
U85kg LEGENDS v PAKURANGA TAIPANS | 3 - 5
U85kg SQUIDS v MARIST | 80 - 8
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ROUND 6

SENIOR GAMES
PREMIERS v MANUKAU | WAR MEMORIAL PARK, FIELD 1 | 2.45PM

ROUND 5

PREMIER DEVELOPMENT v MANUKAU | WAR MEMORIAL PARK, FIELD
1 | 1.00PM
U21's v SUBURBS | SHADBOLT PARK, FIELD 1 | 1.00PM

U85KG GAMES
U85kg DC's v PAKURANGA TAIPANS | WAR MEMORIAL PARK, FIELD
3 | 1.00PM

U85kg LEGENDS v U85KG SQUIDS | WAR MEMORIAL PARK, FIELD 4 |
1.00PM

ROUND 2

JUNIOR HOME GAMES
U13R WHITE v COLLEGE RIFLES BULLETS | CMP, FIELD 1 | 11.30AM
U12R VIPERS v EDEN TIGERS | CMP, FIELD 2 | 11.30AM
U11's v PAPATOETOE STALLIONS | CMP, FIELD 10 | 11.30AM
U1O's v MOUNT ROSKILL | CMP, FIELD 10B | 10.15AM
U1OR WHITE v G TECH AVENGERS | CMP, FIELD 10A | 10.15AM
U9R BLUE v CARLTON GOLD | CMP, FIELD 10A | 09:15AM
U98R BLUE v RIFLES SNIPERS | CMP, FIELD 10B | 09:15AM
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WHATS ON THIS WEEK

FROM THE DIRECTOR
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Saturday 25th July was always going to be a big day with a lot on at the club and the
inaugural Movember Fundraiser and Awareness Day did not disappoint. The
Clubrooms were buzzing all day, all hands were on deck with some epic raffle prizes
and plenty varsity legends and club supporters here in support. With 5 home games
on and plenty of tidy moustaches roaming Colin Maiden Park the day was set. Legends
headed east to play the Pakuranga Taipans it was a so close encounter. Debt
Collectors played a well performing Eden Lizards side over on field 6 and unfortunately
couldn’t hold out few long range tries. Squids played Marist which saw a few of the
Squidmen adding to their try to match ratios quite nicely equating to a good victory.
Varsity U21s played their own debutants vs Mt Wellington. Both Premier sides
were back at home vs Manukau Rovers. Development and the top side had good
victories in front of a great home crowd on field #10. It was an awesome day back at
Colin Maiden Park and we cannot wait for the next one vs Pakuranga for Ladies Day on
15th August. Until then, we look forward to seeing you this weekend at Marist for the
Dave Grace.

PREMIER VS MARIST

write up by James Lay

Not a lot could get in the way of a humming premiers bunch this week, playing in front of an
impressive home crowd, sporting their best moustaches. Sun was out, beverages were flowing
and the hons had their number ones on. After talking about starting well all week, a few early
errors saw the students defence tested early but hold firm. Manukau much like Papatoetoe
the week before were looking to use brute force running straight up state highway one at the
lads. The students welcomed back big Marcel Renata ‘the party starter’ and Jonathan Ruru, in
what was a step up from the blues this week and me oh my did they add some value, with big
Marcey causing some chaos with ball in hand and putting the Manukau scrum under pressure
all day and Ruru zipping a few bounce passes and keeping the tempo of the game high all day.
Across the board Varsity showed all the tools in their tool box ranging from another positive
performance in the scrum, a well built maul try, very good line out defence and some open
running and razzle from the backs which saw us pour on 71 points. 1-23 the students were on
point, but they also welcomed in young gun Cam Church in a debut to remember after leading
the U21’s well with some dominant performances. Special mention must go to our elusive man
of the match Noah Foster on the wing, who not only scored some absolute pearlers but also
set up a few. Jonny ‘safety’ Neary wasn’t keen on letting Noah have all the glory after sea gulling
his way to a few meat pies. He was heard on numerous occasions throughout the night asking
the lads if they saw his 50 metre runaway. The most positive part of the performance was the
fact that the men in blue were able to keep the Rovers scoreless in what was a statement
performance to the competition. We now turn our attention to another tough game this
Saturday against top of the table opponent Marist. Cheers for all the support Up the Vipers!!
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PREMIER DEVELOPMENT VS MARIST

write up by Chad Crenfeldt-Smith
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Another week and another box ticked for the Prem Development Vipers. They took
on the physical presence that was the Manukau Rovers, on a fine day at the Snake Pit.
The fellas were boosted with players such as TJ Meleisea and Basil Aholelei within
their ranks. The faithful supporters were treated with some serious champagne footy
on display. The “Hamilton Hammer” Morgan Watt put on argruably the shot of the
season, with a vintage and bruising performance. Jerome Grey put on a clinic at 12,
with the inclusion of some mouth-watering touches by the flying Fijian duo of Malakai
Vulakoro and Pita Niubalavu. Manukau threw plenty at the Vipers defensive line, but
was only broken on one occasion, leaving coaches Harry Clark and Ice Man pleased
with the result. Vipers 62 – Manukau 7.
Hiss Hiss

UNDER 21'S VS MT WELLINGTON

write up by Eli Margison

Last Saturday the Under 21’s faced off against Mt Wellington at the Snake Pit where four
Vipers made their debut. After a scrappy start, Varsity gained momentum in scoring seven
consecutive tries that came from broken play to go up 45-5 at halftime. Some quick ball
movement and sharp handling skills were the keys to the Varsity attack. The focus at the
break was to secure possession and be more clinical in contact to avoid unnecessary
errors. Lapses in defence allowed Mt Wellington back into the game scoring twice late in
the second half. Varsity only managed three more tries in the second half as the attack
struggled to get moving. It was a game riddled with errors, however, the U21’s were still
pleased to come away with the win and the bonus point. Improvements will need to be
made in coming weeks to stay in playoff contention. Final Score 66-22. Saturday showed
the depth of the U21’s squad as well as the culture and brotherhood within the group. As
the U21’s approach the final four games of the season the goal is to secure a playoff
position and a home semi-final.

DEBT COLLECTORS VS EDEN LIZARDS

write up by Hershcel Barker

Different week same story. Strong first half from the DC’s with Blue Eyes Tom Savage
dotting down with his first touch of the pill followed by Jimmy the fish galivanting to the
try line from about 60 out. Second half the boys run out of puff and a jumped up back of
Lizards ended up blowing them out. final score 33-15. Codes tough work with only 17
players.
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LEGENDS VS PAKURANGA TAIPANS

write up by Blake Highet
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After a successive humbling performances over the last 3 weeks, the Legends were
looking to get back in the win column against the Pakuranga Taipans out at Lloyd
Elsmere park on Saturday. A stiff breeze lead to a territory dominated kicking game. A
lack of discipline in the early stages of the game lead to a yellow card for the Legends,
and being a man down allowed the Taipans to strike early. A great kick into the wind
by first five Tamati Panoho led to a half time result of 5-3 to the Taipans. The second
half proved to be a huge defensive battle, with either side remaining scoreless during
the period. Full credit to the Taipans for the tough battle, but the Legends will
looking to put up a respectable performance against the Squids this weekend with
the return of a full strength side now that university semester 2 has resumed.
Nevertheless, the lads are all looking forward to the 85kg field day next weekend and
will be looking to make up for some of their losses with a few boat races for sure.

SQUIDS VS GRAMMER TEC TANIWHAS

write up by Brad Daivs

The Squids rolled into the match against the Marist Mob with an injury list longer than your Xmas
wish list and at the 11th hour the Mob notified the powers that be that they could only field 12
men, as they have been hit with the same injury bug as us – The Squids would rather drink
battery acid then a default and in search of some Kms under the legs and some valuable points
the show went on much to Andy Ireland’s disgust on having to run more (He needs all the
running he can get) The Mob showing no lack of eagerness or hunger ripped into us with the
belief in themselves we all should admire, in the opening 20 minutes the Mob made things
difficult for the Squids who struggled to find shape and were found guilty of not using the ball to
find space coupled with some poor discipline and a yellow card out of frustration. Late in the
second half some of the leaders rolled up their sleeves and started directing traffic allowing the
team to get into the groove from there the set piece especially the scrum started to dominate
and the flood gates opened and Noah’s Ark sailed on through. The second half saw a raft of
changes including three new lads who had their first training Wednesday notably a Pacey
Webster – Frost who looked to be unhinged and tackled anything that moved. The team started
to click and play a smarter brand of footy with the score blowing out to 80 – 8, All due respect to
the Mob with their first season back in the comp they never gave up and played the full 80 and
as seen on social media were back at training Monday night for a 1.5 hour fitness block with
smiles on their faces, great work - that’s the type of ticker great teams are built on. With the top 4
this season looking tight heading into the 85kg field day, The Squids are looking to keep the ball
rolling coming up against the spirited Varsity Legends. Rumour around town is Legends Co –
coach Tyrone Elkington & ex Squid and favourite Son Jon Neary have a $50 wager on this, being
house mates and Premier Captain and Co – Captain, I’d hate to be sitting around that dinner
table this week. As always, Rugby is and must be the winner at the end of the day.
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JUNIOR RUGBY
JUNIOR RUGBY
JUNIOR RUGBY

Friday 24th July saw the first official evening of Friday night lights down here at
the snake pit. The evening saw our club neighbours Marist come across for
some drills and games to kick off the weekend.
During the night all players got to experience various drills to improve their core
skills followed by a game against one another to wrap up the night.
It was great to see over 120 players from both clubs enjoying some rippa
rugby. Thanks to all the coaches and parents for making it a successful first
night too.

SUPER SUNDAY
This Sunday 2nd August we will be playing the Super Rugby match between
the Highlanders and Blues. We are wanting pur juniors plaeyrs and familys to
come on down and enjoy and afternoon out together. The club will be open
from 3-pm with the game kicking off at 3.35pm on the big screen! Check out
our food & drink menu at the bottom of the newsletter.

KEY DATES

• Team Photo’s 4th and 6th August
• Varsity Rugby Clinic 28th to 2nd October (first week of school holidays) more details to follow
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This was part of the blues community
engagement week where the players got out
into the community and helped out the clubs
within the blues region.
All the players and coaches were stoked
with the surprise and definitely benefited
from the experience.
All the best to the teams playing both home
and away this weekend, if you are free in
the afternoon come on down to the club and
enjoy some exciting footy and support the
premier side.
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Wednesday night both of our U12 restricted
teams were lucky enough to rub shoulders
with two blues players (Rekio and Taneilu).
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SUPPORTING THE FUTURE

Over the next few weeks Cory will be
organsing senior players to come and
support our Junior teams. The Junior/Senior
link is something we have been working on
more and more each year. This is shown
through our ball boys on a Saturday and the
junior teams that have been running out with
the Premiers before their home games. On
Tuesday night Premier players Jonny Neary
and Basil Aholele went down to support the
U11 Phythons session. Jonny past down his
knowledge of line outs and mauling while
Basil took the half backs through their paces.
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VARSITY BURGERS
BEEF

ALL SERVED W. CHIPS

-DRINKS-

$11

HANDLE / JUG

LION RED
SPEIGHTS
MACS GOLD
ISAACS CIDER
SPEIGHTS MID 2.5%

Premium beef pattie, lettuce, tomato,
beetroot, fried onion, cheese, mayo & tomato
relish

CHICKEN

RTDS

Chicken w. lettuce, tomato, fried onion,
cheese, mayo & cranberry sauce

CLUB CLASSICS
$12

Crumbed fish fillets served w. chips &
salad

SEASONED BOWL OF WEDGES
HOT CHIPS

$12

$8.5

6 chicken nuggets served w. chips
& sweet an sour sauce

Seasoned beef, served on
corn chips w. melted cheese
& sour cream

$15

$10

MERLOT CAB

ROSE
PINOT GRIS
SAV BLANC

$8

CHARDONNAY

EARLY LIGHT SAV

$8

SOFT DRINKS

Crumbed fish fillet served w.
chips & salad

BEEF NACHOS

CHICKEN NUGGETS

ALL SAINTS

PINOT NIOR

CHARDONNAY

FISH & CHIPS

Beef pattie w. cheese & tomato
sauce, served w. chips

$7

SERVED W. CHIPS

All tap beer except Panhead
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$8

COKE RANGE / SPRITE / L&P

BUNDABERG

GINGER BEER
LEMON LIME & BITTERS

SPECIALS

$2.5
$4.5

$8.5

RED
BULL

$20

+
VARSITY BEEF BURGER & HANDLE

$8.5

WITHER HILLS

$8

CHEESE BURGER

STELLA ARTIOS
STELLA LEGERE
STEINLARER PURE
STEINLAGER CLASSIC
CORONA EXTRA

WINE

THE NED

$4/8

MINI VIPERS

BOTTLE

GOLD, OLD DARK, SUMMIT, MID ALE

Served w. bacon, melted cheese & sour cream
Punnet / Basket

BEER

SPEIGHTS BOTTLES

Seasoned beef, served on corn chips w.
melted cheese & sour cream

$10
/14

HANDLE / JUG

SMIRNOFF RED
SMIRNOFF BLACK
SMIRNOFF PURE
GORDONS G&T
MCK BOURBEN
CORUBA RUM & COLA

Crumbed fish fillet w. lettuce, tomato, fried
onion & tartare sauce

FISH & CHIPS

PANHEAD

$9

BOTTLE

FISH

BEEF NACHOS

$8/
12.5

TAP BEER

5 X SPEIGHTS GOLD BOTTLES
Only available from 2.00pm
- 4.30pm Saturday
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$6.5
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-FOOD-

